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Abstract: The article considers the social perception of artificial intelligence (AI) as an essential factor
having an impact on the digitization, transfer, and popularization of cultural heritage. The article
aims at the theoretical comprehension of the digital ontology and implementation of AI in the context
of Russian realia. The research relies on comprehensive analysis based on statistical data, using
descriptive and comparative methods. The interdisciplinary approach adopted includes reflexive
analysis of both positive and negative consequences of the digitalization process. The article examines
the peculiarities of the “digital ontology”, deterritorization effect, new actors in the digital process,
the effect of digital trust, and opposite views of AI-enthusiasts and AI-alarmists. The article describes
objective and subjective reasons for the negative perception of digital artifacts, and states the need to
consider the influence of key figures in digital ontology: influencers, stakeholders, and data scientists.
The ambivalence of public perception of both artificial intelligence and digital cultural heritage is
stated. The research reveals digitization frontiers, which involve three factors: the axiological factor,
indicating the need for consistency between a human values system and AI development programs;
the subject vector, emphasizing the role of a new type of digital heritage bearers and digital influence
actors; ethical factor associated with the need to transform relations with information technologies
in order to subordinate them to human reflection and comprehension. The authors conclude that
cultural heritage digitization should be aimed at generating a human-centered future.
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1. Introduction
Social perception of artificial intelligence (AI) is an essential factor defining the use of
AI applications for digitizing and popularizing cultural heritage. The process of interacting
with the latest technologies has become an object of assessment, attesting to the fact that
theoretical developments have entered the practical implementation phase. Researchers
consider it necessary to track users surfing the net, visiting interactive installations, and
exploring the designed space. It is essential to define web pages that are most relevant
to a particular search query and to analyze which links offered for the same search query
have been earlier clicked by a user [1]. Thus, the user-constructed media act becomes an
important indicator of digital product acceptance.
Aimed at maximizing social benefits, AI applications embrace various areas of our life,
including the service industry, in security, trade, and management. Digital libraries, museums, cinemas, concert halls, scientific and educational organizations, discussion platforms,
an all-knowing digital information desk, etc. [2], are of particular importance in the process
of transferring cultural values. Human interaction with digital technologies has become a
marker of the 21st century, and it is not only technological revolution that these ongoing
shifts indicate [3]. Russian scholars view such an intense impact of digital technologies and
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AI on humans and humanity as a humanitarian–technological revolution [4]. The intensive
expansion of AI systems leads to transformations in the conceptual sphere of modern
existence [5]. In the framework of the “Culture” national project in Russia, 500 virtual
concert halls have been established, 450 digital guides on the best exhibition projects have
been created, and 448,000 literary monuments and museum exhibits have been digitized.
By 2024, the number of visits received by digital cultural resources is expected to increase
by five times, and the budget costs will amount to 84 million rubles [6].
Digital interactions are believed to be a completely new experience for the human
CNS (central nervous system), which alters brain activity patterns and causes a stimulating
effect [7]. The principle of plasticity has been accepted in modern biological and medical
sciences. It states the ability of neural networks to change and adapt under the influence
of experience and other external and internal factors [8]. Scholars discuss the phenomena
of visual thinking and visual selective attention: visual environment shapes the skill of
simultaneous (non-linear) perception, which means the ability of “grasping” the whole
image rather than focusing on details successively [9]. Russian researchers claim that
“smart” devices are perceived as intelligent partners with transactive memory, which
enables one to store information on external media. The ability to focus on a visual object
regardless of the level of the perceptual environment, i.e., despite “pollution”, is also
discussed [10]. Since the Internet and digital technologies are seen as a transactive memory
resource [11], the process of cultural heritage digitization with its memorization effect
becomes particularly relevant for the further development of humankind.
The need to include the category of the “digital” and information technologies in the
scope of social and humanitarian research has long been emphasized by some scholars [12],
with Russian authors taking an active part in the discussion [13]. The debate on the need to
institutionalize the “digital cultural heritage” was further fueled by the discussion of the
lack of uniform standards for its digitization [14]. Researchers reveal interdependence between digitalization and softwarization, i.e., dependence upon software and its influences.
Software is believed to shape the space, while the so-called “old cultural environment”
(films, museums, printed press) becomes the content of the digital heritage [15]. It should
be emphasized here that digital cultural heritage includes both digital versions of analogue
cultural objects and artifacts originally created in a digital format. According to researchers,
these two components are represented by digitized exogenous data and digital endemic
data. The endemic digital content includes simulators, quests, educational products, information data [16], as well as multimedia products, hypermedia, online dialogue, and mobile
content. In this regard, software is no longer viewed as a code or a computer program, but
more of a cultural object or “a dimension of cultural space” that provides access to cultural
heritage and redistributes cultural practices [17]. At the same time, digitally born objects
may refer to either fixed born digital or dynamic born digital [18].
Negative aspects of digitizing and popularizing cultural heritage should also be
considered. For example, digital artifacts are believed to be characterized by the following
feature: the more meaningless the content, the more the online action tends towards visual
impact [19]. Attention is drawn to the difficulty of access to online resources for reasons of
both objective and subjective nature. The former include software and hardware problems,
high hardware costs, the lack of free or low-cost access, and intellectual property restrictions.
The latter include the lack of digital skills and the lack of experience in using national and
foreign information systems [20]. Researchers discuss new forms of vulnerability related to
the problems of online fakes and “filter bubbles” [21]. This being a complex, multi-faceted
issue, our article aims at a holistic theoretical comprehension of digital ontology with
regard to using AI for popularizing cultural heritage in the context of Russian realia.
The adopted methodological strategy includes factor analysis that reveals four types
of human–AI interaction. These involve the expanded (“human intellectual support”) and
limited (“human prerogative”) use of intelligent systems, as well as an applied aspect of AI
connected with facilitating “routine operations” or operations aimed at solving “applied
problems” [22]. Descriptive and comparative methods are used. We cannot fail to agree with
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scholars who emphasize the interdisciplinary nature of this area, comparing it to a “melting
pot” of various technologies [23]. It is necessary to point out here that researchers involved
in the analysis of technologies note that cultural heritage digitization relies on the so-called
cross-reality (XR) technologies to represent objects of historical, scientific, and artistic
interest. They highlight the efficacy of augmented reality (AR), including the reconstruction
of architectural and environmental heritage, exhibition data management, presentation,
and storytelling. However, more importantly, this specific augmented reality experience
reveals the value of a cutting-edge VV (motion capture) technology to create a digital guide
that would “add flavor” to museum visitors’ museological experience [24]. Along with
specific technological methods, attention should be given to an integral approach, which
draws together the digital environment as a part of the cognitive system and the cognizing
subject located in it [25].
Interdisciplinary analysis reveals statistical data that attest to a growing audience
absorbed by screen culture. According to statistics, by the beginning of 2021 the number of
Internet users worldwide had increased to 4.54 billion, which is 7% higher than the last
year’s estimates (298 million new users in comparison with the data for January 2019).
According to the Digital 2020 report, the number of internet users in Russia amounted to
118 million in 2020. An average Russian spends 7 h 17 min online every day [26]. Figures
are different for different age and gender groups: young people spend more time on the
Internet than the older generation, and women spend less time than men. At the beginning
of 2020, Instagram’s advertising audience in Russia amounted to 44 million people, equal
to 36% of the country population. Moreover, according to App Annie, smartphone users
have downloaded over 200 billion mobile apps in the past 12 months, having spent a total
of $120 billion on apps and in-app purchases [26]. Klaus Schwab predicts the following
changes by 2025: 1 trillion sensors connected to the Internet; the first commercially available
implantable mobile phone; 10% of people wearing clothes connected to the Internet; 90%
of the population having regular access to the Internet [27]. All the above-said attests to
ongoing transformations in the ways of transferring cultural heritage and a new digital
dimension of culture.
It is worth noticing that modern authors highlight a significant role of digital humanlike characters in virtual worlds, both as counterparts of real human users and as embodied
agents driven by artificial intelligence. They justify the use of virtual people in a variety of
applications, focusing on four areas: environmental design, education, cultural heritage,
and healthcare [28]. However, the idea that gave rise to a relevant “avatar problem” is at
least two centuries old, and can be found in the works by M. Shelley “Frankenstein, or
Modern Prometheus” and “The Last Man” [29]. It was also used in S. Butler’s “Erewhon”
(1872), where the name is an anagram from “Nowhere”. It should be emphasized that the
idea of bio-technological convergence appeared in popular science books by Russian scientists. For example, I.M. Rosokhovatsky wrote popular science books in collaboration with
A. A. Stogniy, a cybernetic scientist, the Doctor of Physical and Mathematical Sciences, corresponding member of the USSR Academy of Sciences. Among them are: “CD—Cybernetic
Twin” and “The Designer Vasilchenko Double” [30]. Examples are numerous. Obviously,
the tendency has turned to a dominating trend. Within a new technological paradigm, the
focus is shifted to new digital media, to the digital way of existence and popularization of
cultural heritage, the replacement of physical reality with its analogue–digital projection.
The pandemic has triggered radical changes in the cultural code transfer.
2. Digital Ontology: “Digital” Heritage vs. “Living” Heritage
With digital technologies becoming an integral component of modernity, the following
philosophical issue arises. On the one hand, the values and norms of modern existence
should be related to actual physical “being”, but on the other hand, they should be correlated with new technological changes opening up vast prospects for digitizing the entire
cultural heritage of humankind. While in pre-pandemic times, this situation used to be
described as belonging simultaneously to two worlds of online and offline interactions [31],
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nowadays the new technological paradigm and pandemic-related challenges are generating
a world dominated by AI and digital determination. Affecting all types of interactions,
digitalization creates a new digital culture bearer and new layers of sociality, in which
a person is not physically present. Access to the digital world is associated with digital
competencies. Today, expanding experience means the ability to navigate the digital algorithms. An adequate response to the challenges of the time will involve “building digital
muscles”. “No spatial movement!” is a new imperative, which means that anything can be
done, learned, or ordered online. A computer or smartphone opens the door to the World
Wide Web [32].
According to Yuk Hui, “digital ontology”, which has largely become a sphere of
modern existence, is a corpus of organized data that can take visual, sound, or textual form,
as a unity consisting of multiple formal properties [33]. A digital object is represented
by a code and a displayed image on the screen of a monitor or a gadget. Researchers
claim that our computer-based activity relies on mathematical operations, which have
their fundamental limitations that define the boundaries of technologies [34]. It should
be emphasized here that digital heritage is characterized by the absence of material form,
in other words, it exists in virtual space. The perception of digitized objects represents
a transempirical transfer of experience and generates a specific mode of influence on a
personality psycho-mental structure. The real object is replaced by its virtual counterpart,
claiming ontological equality and ignoring specific physical spatiotemporal interactions.
Virtual, or “derived”, reality becomes a generative (“primary”) one. In fact, we can now
witness a transition to symbolic forms of maintaining sociality, which are not directly
connected to the material and physical existence.
This situation can be characterized by J. Derrida’s concept of the “absent presence” [35].
This can be illustrated by a link to the burnt-down Notre-Dame de Paris: it exists in a form
of a digitized object which nevertheless cannot replace the original. Thus, technological
substitution, which aims to compensate for the absent object, does not remove the question
of its authenticity. Moreover, the sustainability of the digital legacy remains doubtful due
to its dependence on software that may turn out to be vulnerable, outdated, or deteriorate.
At the same time, when discussing global “digital ontology”, one should highlight
deterritorization and amplification effects. The former leads to blurring geographical borders as well as the boundaries of social interactions between states, educational spaces, and
public and private spheres of life. Another feature defined by the term “amplification” is
connected with generating an infinite number of copies, which allows for the arbitrary treatment of time and sequences of events within the digital domain [36]. However, questions
arise concerning whether the impact of a digital copy is equivalent to that of a real object; if
digitized heritage can be viewed as equivalent to a tangible heritage that is meaningful and
reflected on; if screen culture leads to significant cognitive deformations, and we have to
admit that social memory starts being influenced by technological algorithms rather than
humanitarian and reflexive needs.
A critical analysis of digitalization reveals that in the digital world material objects
have the status of a “stage” or “scenery” for social interactions [37]. In contrast to “live”
perception, screen and computer interactions simplify imagination. This is confirmed by
some research findings, according to which media information technologies have a negative
impact on imagination, leaving neither space nor stimulus for creativity [38]. Information
overload impairs concentration, which is seen as a “gateway” between information flow
and the brain [39]. According to scientists, digital overload can lead to a techno-brain
burnout [9]. According to Russian scholars, cyber addiction undermines information
processing skills and impairs concentration [40]. So-called “clip” thinking is viewed as
a defensive reaction to information overload [41]. Cognitive skills cannot be replaced by
“clip” (tag) thinking, which is a derivative of continuous Net surfing. Studies show that clip
thinking disrupts a person’s ability to perceive integrity, cause–effect relationships, and
make generalizations. Fragmentary clip-like consciousness is akin to an affective impulse
aimed at quick thinking rather than thorough reflection [42].
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The “Clicking Man” or “Homo Zapiens” (from “zapping”, i.e., switching channels)
values non-contact communication, i.e., voice-control switching, using a clock timer, machine vision technology, etc. Moreover, digital interaction substitutes reading for skimming,
skipping the “unnecessary” information. All this attest, firstly, to the imbalance between
the qualitative and superficial modes of comprehending the meaning of the world cultural
heritage. Secondly, it reveals the ambivalent attitude to the digitized cultural heritage.
3. Social Perception of AI: Key Factors
The pandemic has contributed to the transition of all communication types to online
platforms, which offer an increasingly flexible network architecture. Against this background, the discussion of the impact caused by AI in the process of digitizing cultural
heritage should begin with the problem of defining AI itself. In this regard, two main approaches should be highlighted: AI as an area of research and AI as a set of technologies [43].
The lack of a clear definition of AI seems to be accepted and justified by scholars. One of
the most succinct definitions states that AI is a technical system that is used for problem
solving [44]. A more detailed definition describes a structure involving: (Knowledge base +
Fact base) + Problem solver + Intelligent system interface [45]. Researchers do not consider
Narrow AI to be intelligence in the full sense of the word. Rather, it is a higher level of labor
automation [46]. At the same time, the so-called Narrow AI can be useful to a large extent,
since it relies on models with verifiable optimality. Significant features of interactivity
include controllability, synchronicity, and bidirectionality [47].
Among different ways of perceiving digitized cultural heritage, one can find a neutral,
non-evaluative attitude, stating “the multi-level landscape of modernity shaped by the
latest emerging technologies” [48]. A positive social perception of AI is driven by smart
assistant applications with enhanced interactivity. In 2019, about 3.25 billion people around
the world were reported to have used digital assistants, and by 2023 their number is
expected to reach 8 billion [47]. According to forecasts by the Huawei corporation, there
will be over 40 billion personal smart devices worldwide by 2025, and 90% of device
users will have smart digital assistants. At the same time, applications will be constantly
improving and updating. Examples of “smart” assistants are modern systems of software
agents that track users’ search queries, what they read, films they watch, music they listen
to, etc., and offer new options that match users’ interests. More sophisticated software
agents can track online auctions, bids, and sales. Thus, software agents seem to become
a part of the subject rather than a problem-solving tool. A person begins to trust them
entirely [49], which illustrates a technological symbiosis between a biological user and
software agents.
Another example is “intelligent conversational agents”. However, experts note that
contemporary AI systems are not good at maintaining a long dialogue. Problem solving
with modern “conversational systems” consists of three stages: understanding the request,
managing the dialogue, and acting, i.e., providing an answer. The system must understand
the utterance, identify the user’s intentions, and classify the request by analyzing the text
for task parameters. Developing dialogue systems is one of the most challenging tasks,
especially in the case of an open dialogue. According to researchers, conversational systems
are now capable of discussing short text fragments from Wikipedia and maintaining
personalized small talk [50]. Chatbots can maintain a conversation on general topics:
hobbies, work, family, pets. There is also Persona-Chat technology. However, quality
conversations between humans and bots are still very rare. Of interest is the open source
DeepPavlov library [51] for creating chat bots, text analysis and virtual assistants with
focused dialogue skills and a chatter, which is used in 80 countries.
Experts agree that machines will have to respond to various types of environmental
signals, with human speech being the most significant one. Moreover, they must be able to
respond to warnings, understand and follow instructions given by humans, and interpret
them correctly. AI now copes with modeling strict human reasoning, relying on the system
of postulates and the means of logical inference. However, machine learning associated
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with extracting useful and adequate knowledge from experimentally demonstrated facts
and training examples is still problematic. Mathematically, it is impossible to program a
machine so that it can maintain a full-fledged human dialogue. It is also noted that models
that recognize two-dimensional images “have no idea” that those images are actually
projections of a three-dimensional world. It is still unclear how to teach computer vision
models that the world is three-dimensional [52].
The social perception of AI, which is involved in the process of digitizing cultural
heritage, is greatly influenced by the degree of consistency between the value system and
the way it is reflected in AI programs. This raises a number of questions. How well does
the act of “value classification” fit into the algorithm? Which goals and values should be
embedded in AI? According to the 2019 Presidential Decree, the goals for the development
of artificial intelligence in Russia are of humane character and include: increasing welfare
and improving social indicators, ensuring national security and legal order, and achieving
sustainability of the Russian economy, including leading positions in the field of AI [53].
According to the National Strategy for the Development of Artificial Intelligence for the
Period up to 2030, artificial intelligence is understood as a set of technological solutions
that simulate human cognitive functions, including self-learning, finding solutions without
a predetermined algorithm, and obtaining results comparable with the results of human
intellectual activity [53].
Experts note that AI is already being used in Russia to solve a variety of problems. If
human–AI interaction is perceived as a friendly partnership, AI development strategies
should include some restrictions. The “value matrix” incorporates human attitudes into
the objective world and major events. Semantics of the concept of “value” emphasize
high-quality choices and meaningful claims related to actual sociocultural space. Scholars
point to the need to avoid threats to any stakeholders’ values [54]. Otherwise, the outflow
of users of certain programs and applications is predicted.
However, a question arises concerning whether compliance with the values is a feasible task for AI systems. The issue of embedding value–ethical norms and principles in
AI systems, which will guide their practices, becomes particularly acute. In this regard,
researchers describe three implementation models. The first one includes settings predefined by the software developers’ choices. The second one involves imitative self-learning
programs that shape values and orientations based on interaction with the environment
and other agents. The third model extrapolates values and ideal ethical attitudes based on
generalized collective social choice decisions [55]. Emphasizing that intelligent systems
developers should comply with ethical standards, Russian scholars articulate three acute
problems. The first one deals with the constructive formalization of ethical norms in a
form that could be described and accepted by software and hardware systems. The second
problem is connected with the objective possibility to monitor the compliance using intelligent information system components with ethical standards. The third problem is that
developing ethical standards has a restrictive function and can thus slow down intelligent
systems development, which in turn may lead to the standardization and subsequent
certification of intelligent systems [56]. Another issue that needs to be emphasized here is
that software products which are actively used in the process of digitizing cultural heritage
should focus on creating a coherent future environment.
4. Digital Influencers, Stakeholders and Data Scientists
Within the UNESCO framework, it was decided to support the network interaction of
the so-called fact-checkers, the digital space actors engaged in selecting and distributing
trustworthy information and resisting “information phantoms” [18]. This group also
includes innovative types and active players of the digital world, e.g., stakeholders, data
scientists (Big Data integrators), and influencers having significant social influence in the
digital world.
Influencers are seen as opinion-leaders having a special impact on the audience. Their
preferences largely determine which software product will be successful and which will be
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a failure. As a rule, influencer’s attitudes are pragmatic-oriented. The goal is to promote the
advantages of this or that technology occupying a certain niche. Thus, it can be concluded
that influencers represent a certain type of subject generated by the digital environment and
combining self-expression on the Web with the promotion of a particular software product.
They aim is winning the audience. Of particular importance is an influencer-expert who is
a specialist in the field and shares professional knowledge.
Another type of subject that is significant in the applied use of AI in the selection
and digitization of cultural heritage is represented by stakeholders, who can influence
the decision-making process in system engineering. The main criterion is their role in the
project. Stakeholders’ activity is determined by their decisions [57]. Since each system has
its own life cycle, including the stages of design, development, production, implementation,
operation, and disposal, the variety of functions stakeholders perform depends on the
particular stage they administer and prioritize. Quite often, the status of a stakeholder is
not predetermined, but is defined in the process of decision-making. Stakeholders become
a part of competition between various innovative technologies in order to ensure preference
for those that are announced as the most promising ones. It should be noted that there are
“positive” and “negative” stakeholders that implement corresponding practices.
Another figure that plays a significant role in launching “digital cultural heritage”
projects is a “data scientist”, a big data integrator and interpreter. Data scientists provide
undeniable arguments for certain decisions based on big data. In Russia, this type of
work is becoming more and more popular, since the intensive development of AI creates
new jobs for the specialists. However, modeling complex objects requires collecting and
processing huge amounts of data as well as computational and energy resources, which
may be hard if not impossible. For that reason, solutions offered by data scientists are
sometimes considered inexplicable and treated negatively.
In today’s fast-paced world, this negative attitude towards big data-based decisionmaking is reflected in the term “dataism”. According to Yuri Harari, data scientists view the
entire human race as a data processing system, with each person being its microprocessor.
Dataism relies on the following principle: a dataist should want to maximise dataflow
by connecting to more and more media. “Obey the algorithm” is the dataist motto [58].
Thus, the actual process of cultural heritage digitization together with the key figures of
digital ontology define new subject types: fact checkers, influencers, stakeholders, and
data scientists.
5. AI-Alarmists vs. AI-Enthusiasts
The social perception of the digitized cultural heritage is influenced by two opposing
worldview positions: AI-enthusiasts and AI-alarmists. AI-alarmists are worried about the
prospects of algorithmic domination, the forced impact of digital determination with its
simulative effects that distort the image of the world [59]. There are concerns about the fact
that powers and competencies may be transferred from humans to network algorithms,
and human neuronal activity may become vulnerable to intrusions. Possible effects of
pathological internet use, which can cause deviations and maladaptive behavior, are also
seen as a threat. Moreover, the risk of cognitive degradation in humans associated with
delegating intelligent tasks to machines causes concerns [60].
A report by the AI Now Institute at New York University (December 2018) emphasizes
the two most pressing problems: the deepening inequality between those who can use AI
technologies and those who cannot and the consequences of mistakes for those who become
their victims [61]. When discussing the existing “epistemological opacity”, researchers note
that in spite of being preprogrammed, many of the AI systems turn into a “black box”,
i.e., the type of regularity or correlation between the input and the output is not entirely
clear. While in some cases it may be based on a simple statistical correlation, in others it
may rely on a causal connection [62]. According to J. Barratt, given the existing power and
complexity of technologies, there are concerns associated with the unpredictable behavior of
AI systems. This unpredictability will be combined with random incidents that result from
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the complexity of the device [63]. Timely risk assessment associated with developing AI is
highly prioritized [64]. Real threats may include program errors that software developers
may be unaware of, and the fact that AI can work against programmers’ intensions, making
wrong decisions in critical situations. It is no coincidence that the digital age is described
as the age of software that can run into problems. The term “glitch” indicates a technical
failure [65]. Software developers testify to the fact that it takes a lot of time and effort to
reveal the “affected area”, to debug the program and fix errors [66,67].
However, the “malicious” misuse of AI is particularly disturbing. It is classified
by territorial coverage (local, regional, global), by the degree of damage caused (minor,
significant, large, catastrophic), by spreading rate (slow, fast, rapid), and by the form
of spreading (open, hidden) [68]. It is worth noticing that the Club of Rome report on
the challenges of digitalization reveals that all positive things related to information and
digital technologies cause negative effects of the first order, when considering their direct
consequences in terms of sustainability [69]. At the same time, scientists consider the
discussion about the threats of integrating modern technologies in our lives to be at least
five years behind the real state of affairs [70]. Of course, all this cannot but affect the social
perception of AI, even if it is generally seen as friendly and trustworthy.
At the same time, when AI-enthusiasts argue for the advantages of AI, the first thing
that is mentioned is the ability to quickly find optimal solutions to problems with fixed
boundaries and predetermined criteria. If the boundaries of the model are clearly set
and goals are defined, AI solves these problems better than a human. Delegating routine
work to AI will free huge intellectual resources for humankind. Comparing “human”
and “computer”, physicists come to a similar conclusion. Expressing his humanitarian
outlook on the problem, M. Kaku claims that AI technologies are human-friendly and
the superiority of their intellectual power over the human brain cannot be immoral [71].
Studying the effect of human “extension” through technological development, E. Clark
proves that the human–technology symbiosis is a natural phenomenon [72]. At the same
time, the extension of human capabilities through technologies can only become possible if
the integration of technologies with the existing biological capacities is smooth. Moreover,
technologies are sensitive to the users’ needs, constantly adapting and aiming at their
satisfaction.
6. Results and Conclusions
Under modern conditions, the process of digitizing cultural heritage has revealed its
paradigmatic character. However, it is connected with a number of negative features. In
addition, the implementation of digitization tools largely depends on users’ preferences
and social perception. This shifts attention to the interrelationship between digitalization
and softwarization and highlights the problem of the institutionalization of digital cultural
heritage, which is especially relevant in the context of Russian realia. Since digital heritage
is characterized by the absence of material form, i.e., it exists in virtual space, the research
reveals ambivalence in its interpretation. Firstly, it refers to digitization of the already
existing analogue resources, when the so-called “old cultural environment” becomes the
content. Secondly, it may refer to artifacts that were originally created in digital format,
i.e., “digitally born”. They may be either static (fixed born digital) or dynamic, and can
be accompanied by simulators, quests, and interactive hypermedia. Among the objective
reasons for the negative perception of digital artifacts are the following: the lack of easy
access to the Net, high software and hardware costs, their complexity, and possible failures.
The sustainability of digital heritage, as well as the protection of intellectual property, may
also become an issue. Subjective reasons include the lack of digital skills and a widespread
tendency consisting in the fact that the more primitive the content, the more visual effects
it relies on. New forms of vulnerability are also represented by “fakes”, “filter bubbles”,
“information phantoms”.
The analysis of opposing views by AI enthusiasts and AI alarmists support the idea of
ambivalence in perceiving digital technologies and embraces ontological, anthropological,
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and technological–functional dimensions. AI alarmists express concern about the prospects
of forced submission to a digital algorithm and digital determination with its simulative
effects. Anthropological projection reveals the risk of cognitive degradation, when mental
effort is delegated to a machine, “clip” thinking, devoid of the sense of integrity and
cause–effect relationships. The problem of the digital divide is also discussed. From
a technological–functional perspective, concerns are expressed as to the consequences
of mistakes for those who become their victims; complexity and non-transparency of
technologies, errors, failures, and system glitch. A particular risk is related to the cases of
AI misuse, which may be either minor or massive, slow, or dynamic.
AI enthusiasts, on the contrary, emphasize the ability to find quick and effective
solutions to problems with pre-set boundaries and predetermined criteria; to delegate
routine work to AI and redirect intellectual resources of humankind. Attention is focused
on the effect of human “extension” through technological development and meeting users’
needs. “Smart” devices are seen as intelligent partners, including those with transactive
memory, and human–AI partnership is classified as a friendly one.
Analyzing a new digital dimension of a culture bearer, we conclude that strategic
goal-setting should be based on the need to preserve the reasonable person rather than a
pragmatic aspect of technological development. Cultural heritage digitization should be
aimed at generating a human-centered future. An interdisciplinary synthesis, within which
technological development is accompanied by a theoretical and reflexive analysis of both
positive and negative consequences, is prioritized.
We believe that significant frontiers of cultural heritage digitization include, firstly,
the axiological factor, indicating the need for the coherence between the system of human
values and the programs for AI development and use. At the same time, it is emphasized
that values, on the one hand, are related to physical existence. However, on the other hand,
should be in line with innovative technological capabilities. Preserving the value system is
seen as a priority that will help retain users.
Secondly, attention should be given to the subject vector, emphasizing the role of a
new type of digital actors—fact-checkers, influencers, stakeholders, and data scientists.
Influencers are opinion leaders who promote software products. Their preferences define
the success of a particular software product. Stakeholders can influence the decisionmaking process in system engineering. They become a part of competition between
new technologies in order to ensure preference for those that are announced as the most
promising ones. “Data scientist” as an integrator and interpreter of big data comes in
the foreground when cultural digital heritage projects are launched, rationalizing certain
decisions on the basis of big data.
Another factor that should be highlighted is the ethical one associated with the need to
transform relations with information technologies in order to subordinate them to human
reflection and awareness. The prioritized scenario focuses on universal civilizational
well-being, articulated by the slogan: “Machines must work, people must think”!
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